Case Studies.
Because talk is cheap, we let our work
speak for itself.

Amber Selking PhD

TRUTH WORK MEDIA

#1 Case Study in Branding, Web Development
and Monetization.
• We worked with Amber from the ground up
on her podcast and built out her website as
part of her branding/launch sequence.
• Coached her through show strategy
• Through this Amber has received two
sponsorship deals resulting in five-digit’s
worth of income
• Speaking engagements also a result in the
same level of numbers (exact numbers
confidential)

[Building Championship Mindsets]

Brian Levenson
• TWM came on and coached Brian for 12
months
• We worked closely with Brian to scale his
podcast.
• He saw his numbers increase by over 200%
• We set a goal to have 10k downloads in
2018 and hit that in two months
• We did this through helping him tell a better
story on his social platforms and coaching
him through guest interviews

Intentional Performers
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#2 Case Study in Growth
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Podcast coaching through launch

April Diaz
#4 Case study in idea to Working Concept/
Intro Episode coaching.
• We brought April’s podcast from idea to
working concept in two months. Her podcast
audience is scaling at a consistent
audience growth.
• We worked closely with April to develop her
first season and helped her craft and
produce an ideal Intro Episode. Listen
HERE
• Coached her through strategy of a guest
based show. See Guests

[ The Global
Fringe Podcast ]

YOUR
STORY
IS WORTH
SHARING
BUILD A PODCAST WITH US

I believe in the power of story, and more importantly,
well, yours! If all you get from visiting me today is
this: That your story is worth sharing…then that’s
enough. I believe podcasting is one of the best ways
to do that. So, if I can be the bridge to help you get
there, let’s tell yours.

- MichaelYoder
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